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Disclaimer 
INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH INTEL(R) 
PRODUCTS. NO LICENSE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, BY ESTOPPEL OR OTHERWISE, TO 
ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT. EXCEPT AS 
PROVIDED IN INTEL'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR SUCH PRODUCTS, INTEL 
ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, AND INTEL DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTY, RELATING TO SALE AND/OR USE OF INTEL PRODUCTS 
INCLUDING LIABILITY OR WARRANTIES RELATING TO FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, COPYRIGHT OR 
OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT. Intel products are not intended for use in medical, 
life saving, life sustaining, critical control or safety systems, or in nuclear facility applications. 
Intel may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. 

The software described in this document may contain software defects which may cause the 
product to deviate from published specifications. Current characterized software defects are 
available on request.  

This document as well as the software described in it is furnished under license and may only be 
used or copied in accordance with the terms of the license. The information in this manual is 
furnished for informational use only, is subject to change without notice, and should not be 
construed as a commitment by Intel Corporation. Intel Corporation assumes no responsibility or 
liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this document or any software that may 
be provided in association with this document.  

Except as permitted by such license, no part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a 
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means without the express written consent 
of Intel Corporation. 

Developers must not rely on the absence or characteristics of any features or instructions 
marked "reserved" or "undefined." Improper use of reserved or undefined features or instructions 
may cause unpredictable behavior or failure in developer’s software code when running on an 
Intel processor. Intel reserves these features or instructions for future definition and shall have no 
responsibility whatsoever for conflicts or incompatibilities arising from their unauthorized use. 

BunnyPeople, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Centrino, Centrino logo, Chips, Core Inside, Dialogic, 
EtherExpress, ETOX, FlashFile, i386, i486, i960, iCOMP, InstantIP, Intel, Intel logo, Intel386, 
Intel486, Intel740, IntelDX2, IntelDX4, IntelSX2, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel. 
Leap ahead., Intel. Leap ahead. logo, Intel NetBurst, Intel NetMerge, Intel NetStructure, Intel 
SingleDriver, Intel SpeedStep, Intel StrataFlash, Intel Viiv, Intel XScale, IPLink, Itanium, Itanium 
Inside, MCS, MMX, MMX logo, Optimizer logo, OverDrive, Paragon, PDCharm, Pentium, 
Pentium II Xeon, Pentium III Xeon, Performance at Your Command, Pentium Inside, skoool, 
Sound Mark, The Computer Inside., The Journey Inside, VTune, Xeon, Xeon Inside and Xircom 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United 
States and other countries. 

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 

Copyright © 2005 - 2006, Intel Corporation. 
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Topic: General (XDB and Debugging For OS Independent 
Applications) 

Topic: XDB General 
• How do I dump the complete register contents into a text file? 

There are two methods:  
1.  SET PROTFILE /OVERWRITE "C:/Program 
Files/Intel/SDT2.0/xdb/test.prot" 
     show sysreg /mode 
     show sysreg /copro 
     show sysreg /device 

     CLOSE PROTFILE  

 
This will produce a complete register listing in your ASCII format protocol file.   
 
2.  The other option would be the system configuration SAVE/RESTORE inside of 
XDB from the FILE pull down menu, but this does generate a nice ASCII listing.  
 
See Also:   N/A 
Product/Version:  All 
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Topic: XDB Simulator 
N/A 
 

Topic: XDB JTAG Debugger 
• Why does XDB keep taking my breakpoints as HW breakpoints, even when they are 

deselected? 

Software breakpoints only work if the address at which you set the breakpoint has 
initialized SRAM or SDRAM memory.  Hence if at least one of the following 
conditions is true: 
o MMU or the memory control registers or the GPIO settings for accessing your 

RAM are not complete 
o you are setting your breakpoint at a ROM or Flash address 
o the memory at which you try to set your breakpoint has limitations and doesn't 

fully allow 8bit or 32bit reads and writes 
The debugger will revert to using hardware breakpoints, since the response from 
the memory is not consistent with initialized RAM memory. 
 
See Also:   N/A 
Product/Version:  All 
 
• Why does the processor not recognize the WMMX instructions? 

You must enable the CP0, CP1 in the CP15 Co-processor access register. This 
must be done by SW even when using XDB scripts etc. to update the CP15 
register in the debugger.  If not, the code can be debugged but may NOT run stand 
alone on a target. All customers should be told that they need to make sure the 
CP_ACCESS register are set properly by some SW. Only if someone wants to test 
pure user application should you consider using XDB scripts setting this register.  
 
Note: You need to make sure that both CP0 [has the 64 bit wr0-15 registers] and 
CP1 [which has the control registers] are enabled. 
 
See Also:   N/A 
Product/Version:  All 
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• How do I set up a page table and enable caching using an XDB Debugger script instead of 
doing it in bootcode: 

This can be very helpful for small test applications, when you do not want to set up 
memory mapping in your test code, but want to take advantage of the better 
memory I/O performance with MMU and caching enabled anyway. 
 
The debugger macro definition below allows you to use the command 
“SetPageTable” to set up MMU and page tables in one brief debugger command. 
 
define macro /overwrite SetPageTable "\ 
 set sysreg arm_control=0x78;\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x00) \"mov r0, #0xc00\";\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x04) \"orr r0, r0, #@2+2\";\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x08) \"LDR R1, [PC, #0xc]\";\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x0c) \"str r0, [r1], #4\";\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x10) \"adds r0, r0, #0x100000\";\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x14) \"bcc @1+0x0c\";\ 
 asm /addr=asm(@1+0x18) \"b @1+0x18\";\ 
 set val /size=long @1+0x1c=@3;\ 
 set reg pc = @1+0x00;\ 
 run until @1+0x18;\ 
 set sysreg trans_table_base=@3;\ 
 set sysreg arm_control=0x187F;\ 
 set sysreg tlb_inv_i_d=0xffffffff;\ 
 set sysreg cache_inv_i_d_btb=0xffffffff;\ 
 set sysreg domain_acc_control = 0xffffffff;\ 
 \n"  
 
! write back caching: 
@SetPageTable(0xa0003000, 0xc, 0xa0004000) 
 
See Also:   N/A 
Product/Version:  All 
 
• When bringing up my OS or bootcode inside the XDB JTAG Debugger I get stuck when the 

first interrupt handler gets called. 

On Intel XScale® Microarchitecture based processors of the PXA25x, PXA27x, 
PXA800, PXA900 as well as IOP3xx and IXP4xx generation JTAG communication is 
handled through a debug handler that is downloaded to a dedicated mini instruction 
cache. 
The address space used by this debug handler is overlaid on top of regular memory 
address space at an address specified during debugger connect. 
Whenever a debug event (e.g. breakpoint hit, exception trapped, single step 
completed) is encountered the debug handler is being accessed through an overlay 

 
 

mailto:trans_table_base=@3;\
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at 0x0-0x20 or 0xffff0000 - 0xffff0020, where the reset vector of the code is overlaid 
with a reset vector that points to the debug handler entry point. 
  
Since bootcode, applications and operating systems that use paging at some point 
during the boot process will enable the MMU turn on a mapped memory layout and 
relocate and replace the exception vectors (branch instructions to the interrupt 
handlers that are either located at 0x0 or 0xffff0000) we run into the problem that, 
although the code at these addresses has been modified by the bootcode in regular 
memory, it has not been modified in the mini-icache overlay at these addresses. 
  
The solution to this problem during OS bootup inside the XDB JTAG Debugger is to 
have the code boot up until the paging setup is complete and the MMU is enabled. 
Then you would synchronize the exception vectors between regular memory and the 
mini-icache overlay and continue running. 
  
We provide examples of this approach in the C:\Program 
Files\Intel\SDT2.0.1\Example\ocdxs\batch directory. 
  
The easiest and usually successful approach is to execute an XDB script which 
executes a RUN until the first interrupt occurs, then synchronizes the vectors and 
leaves it up to the user to start debugging from there or continue running. 
  
The contents of this script file would look something like 
  
set exc irq 
run 
custom "syncvec" 
del exc irq 
  
In this case the IRQ exception is being trapped. Once an IRQ interrupt occurs the 
debugger halts execution of code on the target. The exception vectors are being 
synchronized and we disable trapping of the IRQ exception. In most cases either an 
IRQ or a SWI exception are the first hit by bootcode. 

 
See Also:   N/A 
Product/Version:  All 
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Problem Report Submission 
Your feedback is very important to us. To receive technical support for the tools provided in 
this product and technical information visit Intel® Premier Support at 
https://premier.intel.com.  

For general support information please visit 
http://www.intel.com/software/products/support/.  

 

 
 

https://premier.intel.com/
http://www.intel.com/software/products/support/
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